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Each 9 years it brings together artists, 
curators and thinkers around a curated 
theme

We are pleased to announce the Open Call for artists’, 
curators’ and institutions’ proposals for the 3rd Global Art 
Meeting

Deadline for submissions: Jully 31, 2017 - 23:30.

What is 3rd Global Art Meeting?

Nine years after the 2nd edition that occurred nine years 
after the 1st, the 3rd Global Art Meeting takes place in 
2017/2018, paying homage to the Brazilian researcher 
Ana Amália. 

The Multimedia Collective Perve - a non-profit cultural 
association founded in Portugal in 1997 with the purpose 
of spreading and promoting the concept of Global Art - 
is going to accomplish, between November 2, 2017, and 
January 31, 2018, the 3rd Global Art Meeting. 

This event is expected to mobilise the public, be innovative 
and artistically valid, and centres itself around the main 
reference in Brazil for the teaching of Art that is Ana Amália. 

Various artistic activities will occur in a phased manner 
throughout this period involving different modes of 
artistic expression ranging from plastic arts to performing 
arts, audiovisual art, poetry, literature, cycles of debate, 
conferences and ateliers/workshops; all relating to the 
concept of Global Art, as begun by this institution last 
century in the 1990s.

Both the concept and the artistic direction of the 3rd Global 
Art Meeting are responsibility of the artist, curator and also 
researcher in the field of Global Art, Carlos Cabral Nunes, 
who invites distinguished authors and commissioners to 
conduct specific projects of curatorship based on this new 
concept of art.

The official opening will take place on November 2, 2017, at 
the museum Freedom House -  Mário Cesariny, in Lisbon.
 
The program of the initiative is based in that city in the 
area of Alfama, but spreads out to other Portuguese and 
international locations. 

Several artistic activities will happen throughout this period, 
involving different artistic practices: plastic arts, performing 
arts, audiovisual arts, poetry, and literature. It includes a 
wide range of exhibitions, shows, special lectures, panel 
discussions, workshops, and conferences, all relating to the 
concept of  Global Art.”

Some of the planned activities shall be highlighted such 
as: a main exhibition; an international exhibition of young 
artists; a theatre play; a symposiums about art and a cycle 
on “Intervention and Performance” commissioned by 
Fernando Aguiar.

This open call aims to encourage artists, curators and 
institutions who work around the issue “Global Art” in any 
contemporary medium (painting, sculpture, engraving, 
photography, video, installation, performance, new 
media), to submit their proposal for participation until 
Jully 31, 2017, 23:30.

We present this Open Call as a tool for curatorial research, 
democratising the event spectrum for art practices across 
media, generations and locations.

Guidelines for the proposals’ submission
Applicants must send by e-mail:

• Registration and contact details
• CV/Biography and Artist/Curator/Institution Stement 

in PDF format
• The description of the proposal must include any 

appropriate additional information e.g. installation 
requirements, equipment, relation to specific location, 
etc. Maximum 300 words.

• One link to a maximum of 10 images, we recommend 
using google photos.

• Up to two links to videos online, we recommend using 
vimeo with a password.

All material should be provided in Portuguese or in English.

E-mail address for submissions and for inquiries (please 
note that we won’t be taking any questions over the phone): 
globalartmeeting3@gmail.com

Exhibition in Perve Galeria integrated in Global Art Meeting

Performance in Perve Galeria integrated in Global Art Meeting



Exhibitions
Previous Editions

Performances

2nd Global Art Meeting - 2008/2009
1. The main exhibition in the Portuguese National Pantheon, one of the most important monuments in Portugal. 2. Evocative exhibition of Mário Cesariny, the leader 
of the portuguese Surrealistic Movement., at the National Pantheon. 3 Art installation by Boyko Boris Kadinov: Evergreen Dreams/ Never Never Land, 2008. 4. 
International exhibition of young European artists, “Mobility - Re-reading the future”, featuring works by 20 authors from Canada, Finland, Poland, Czech Republic and 
Bulgaria.

1. 2. 3. Performance by Ilgvars Zalans from Latvia at the National Pantheon.  
4. I’m a Clown performance by Fausto Grossi from Italy at the parliament.  
5. Performances on visual and sound poetry at the National Pantheon.
6. 7. The theatre play A Velha Casa by Luis Pacheco, staged by the portuguese 
director João Garcia Miguel.
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Colectivo Multimédia Perve
Rua das Escolas Gerais nº 23 e 17, 1100-218 Lisboa, Portugal

Timetable: Monday to Saturday 2pm - 8pm 
(GMT)

Telephone: + 351 218 822 607/8 | Mobile: +351 912 521 450
galeria@pervegaleria.eu | www.pervegaleria.eu
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